
Eli provides formative information for student success.

In addition to what we provide instantly, we also offer research support for 

instructors and programs. All data in the system can be exported, either by 

instructors inside the app or through custom queries, which we provide as 

part of our data services for institutional subscribers.

• Noticing at-risk students earlier

• Identifying ways to coach students who most need your help

• Finding students who need to be challenged

• Finding students who can help others learn

Writers show their strengths and struggles long before the final draft. Their 

engagement in feedback and reflection indicates if they are on track to revise 

well. Instructors who tune in early can intervene sooner and more effectively.  

Eli Review is a peer learning app for revision and feedback that helps 

instructors coach students’ engagement in write-review-revise cycles. 

Because Eli’s focus is on formative feedback, the system offers student 

engagement data relevant to:

Do you want to quickly identify which students need help?
How early in a term would you like to know that?

elireview.com
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UNR Graduate Programs in Rhetoric, Writing, 
and Public Engagement

MA in English: Emphasis in Rhetoric and Writing Studies
Explores scholarly and professional contexts for writing

MA in English: Emphasis in Public Engagement
Bridges activism and rhetorical education

PhD in English: Emphasis in Rhetoric & Composition
Features graduate faculty specializing in rhetorics of disability, political economy, 
science policy, complex systems, higher education, student agency, and publics and 
prisons

Visit www.unr.edu/english/graduates/ for more information.
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w r d . d e p a u l . e d u

Graduate Certificate in TESOL

Combined BA/MA in 
Writing, Rhetoric, & Discourse 

Master of Arts Degree in 

Writing, Rhetoric, & Discourse
with concentrations in 
Professional & digital Writing

Teaching Writing & Language

Chicago, IL

D e p a r t m e n t  o f

W r i t i n g ,  R h e t o r i c ,  
&  D i s c o u r s e

Graduate Faculty

Julie Bokser
Antonio Ceraso
Lisa Dush
Timothy Elliott
Jason Kalin
JJason Schneider
Peter Vandenberg
Erin Workman
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Our X-Series for Professional Development offers peer-reviewed scholarly 
articles regarding the most pressing issues facing Composition faculty. 

Writing in Transit focuses on transfer-based learning and includes cross-disciplinary, 
scholarly readings. 

Writing Moves constitutes a sustained inquiry into what it means to become a writer 
who is rhetorically aware and who can deploy a variety of strategies to compose 
effectively in print and digital contexts. 

Our best-selling Praxis offers the principles of historical rhetoric and the writing 
process while maintaining maximum flexibility for instructors.

Active Voices seeks to provide student agency through insights into the structure 
and language of academia. AV’s primary goal is to support the efficacy of writing 
instruction and help students move from passive recipients of instruction to active 
voices in their own educational careers.  

Fountainhead Press is a unique, independent publisher concerned with producing 
innovative, low-cost textbooks and custom products. Our mission focuses on working 
with universities to create ideal, program-specific texts. Importantly, we prioritize 
sustainable printing practices, using only FSC certified printers and printing on 30% 
post-consumer waste, recycled paper.

Fountainhead Press content represents the most 
recent conversations in teaching Composition.

www.fountainheadpress.com

Four popular titles in our 12 title series
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B
w. w. norton & company  
independent and employee-owned • wwnorton.com

The Norton Field 
Guide to Writing 
fifth edition
richard bullock,  
maureen daly goggin,  
francine weinberg

The best-selling, most 
flexible rhetoric that lets 
you teach the way you 
want to teach. With new 

readings, advice for identifying false news, and 
help for writing across disciplines. Available 
with a handbook, additional readings, or both. 
Package InQuizitive for Writers with any 
version at no additional charge.

DIGITAL.WWNORTON.COM/FIELDGUIDE5 

E EBOOK AVAILABLE

HIJK  
for writers

An adaptive and game-like tool that helps 
students learn to edit what they write. 
Assign as homework, use for group work, 
or inserts links to InQuizitive in students’ 
papers for “just in time” help with the errors 
they’re making. NEW for Fall 2019: Activities 
to help students work with sources

INQUIZITIVE.WWNORTON.COM

“They Say/I Say”:  
The Moves  
That Matter in 
Academic Writing
fourth edition

gerald graff,  
cathy birkenstein

“They Say/I Say” shows 
students how to engage 

with the ideas of others—in sciences, social 
sciences, and literature. With new guidelines 
for Disagreeing Respectfully and Entering 
Online Conversations. Just $22 net or $5 when 
bundled with most other texts.

DIGITAL.WWNORTON.COM/THEYSAY4 

E EBOOK AVAILABLE

The Little Seagull 
Handbook
third edition
richard bullock, 
michal brody, 
francine weinberg

The pocket-sized 
handbook that does the 
work of a full-sized one. 

Covers the kinds of writing college students 
need to do in an easy-to-use format. Only $10 
when packaged with any other Norton book. 
$15 digital, with 4 years of access.

DIGITAL.WWNORTON.COM/LITTLESEAGULL3 

E EBOOK AVAILABLE

the norton 
writer’s 
prize
Nominate your 
students’ best writing 
for a chance to win 
an award of $1,500 
(first place) or $1,000 

(second place). Deadline for submission is 
June 15, 2019. 

WWNORTON.COM/NORTONWRITERSPRIZE

COMING 
JANUARY 

2019

Everyone’s  
an Author
second edition,  
mla update
andrea lunsford, 
michal brody, lisa ede, 
beverly moss, 
carole clark papper, 
keith walters

The rhetoric that shows students that the 
rhetorical skills they already use in social media 
and in other contexts are the same ones they’ll 
need to succeed in college. Available in a version 
with additional readings and with a companion 
Tumblr site that is updated monthly.

DIGITAL.WWNORTON.COM/EVERYONE2

E EBOOK AVAILABLE
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New, in Living Color!
Type Matters: The Rhetoricity of Letterforms ed. Christopher Scott 
Wyatt and Dànielle Nicole DeVoss (BEST DESIGN AWARD-Ingram)

Rhetoric and Experience Architecture ed. Liza Potts & 
Michael J. Salvo

Suasive Iterations: Rhetoric, Writing, and Physical Computing
David M. Rieder

New Releases
Networked Humanities: Within and Without the University edited 
by Brian McNely and Jeff Rice

The Internet as a Game by Jill Anne Morris

Identity and Collaboration in World of Warcraft by Phillip Michael 
Alexander

Best of the Journals in Rhetoric and Composition 2017

Rhetorics Change / Rhetoric’s Change edited by Jenny Rice, Chelsea 
Graham, & Eric Detweiler (Rhetoric Society of America

Congratulations, Award Winners!
Strategies for Writing Center Research by Jackie Grutsch McKinnie. 
Best Book Award, International Writing Centers Association (2017)

Antiracist Writing Assessment Ecologies: Teaching and Assessing 
Writing for a Socially Just Future by Asao Inoue, Best Book 
Award, CCCC, Best Book, Council of Writing Program 
Administrators (2017)

The WPA Outcomes Statement—A Decade Later edited by 
Nicholas N. Behm, Gregory R. Glau, Deborah H. Holdstein, Duane 
Roen, & Edward M. White, Best Book Award, Council of Writing 
Program Adminstrators (2015)

www.parlorpress.com
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Journal of the Council of Writing Program Administrators

Kurt Cobain, Writing Program Administrator

Looking through Narrow Windows: Problem-
Setting and Problem-Solving Strategies of Novice 
Teachers

Reclaiming Writing Placement

“Give All Thoughts a Chance”: Writing about 
Writing and the ACRL Framework for 
Information Literacy

Mentoring WPAs for the Long Term: The Promise 
of Mindfulness

Plenary Address
Innovation through Intentional Administration: Or, 
How to Lead a Writing Program Without Losing 
Your Soul
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